
1. I want to create a ceremony for

 in order to 

Time: How could I help them consider a historical perspective, articulate their present

experience or envision the future?
  ex: reflect on how each person is feeling about their unique brand

Movement: Where will this take place? In person or virtual? What resources or

environments might help this feel different? 
  ex: field trip to immersive environment. Team members help illuminate one another's personal brands that make them 
  great designers of new ideas

Symbolism: What metaphors can help create meaning? What symbols are important to

them and how could we bring them in?
  ex: Kobi Yamada's book, "What Do You Do With An Idea?" 

Surprise: What unlikely guests, locations, materials, timing considerations make it

interesting?
  ex: everyone gets art materials to hand-make a moodboard for another team member that 
  represents their unique brand 

Human-Centricity: How do I want them to feel? What's their work appreciation

language? What tone feels light? What roles are important? 
  ex: Feel: inspired, proud, confident. Appreciation Languages: 1/2 team is words of affirmation, 1/2 acts of service. Tone: 
  creative and freeform. Roles; one person to facilitate transitions, the rest is self-guided 

Designing A Ceremony
A guide for marking important moments at work

3. Ingredients I'll Use

4. Consider Future Impact
 Who can help me pull it off? Anyone else that should be involved? 

 How can I refer back to this later? Does my draft feel inspirational? 

ex. support one another into the next phase for business incubation

ex. the Stoked team

2. This serves to mark
 The start of something

 A transition

 A closure

 Something else 
ex. transition
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